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Preparing for the Great Tribulation

Jesus speaking about the mind:

“This is where your true strength is. This is the link that will keep you when all is very confusing,
when people don’t know what to think and you don’t even know what to think. If this link is
strong, then you will have an anchor in the raging storm. It will keep you steady. Isa 26:3 is very
true and it doesn’t depend on the circumstances. You can have perfect peace with your mind
stayed on me no matter what is happening, whether it’s a crisis in the world or a personal
situation with one of your teens or kids. The key is to keep your mind stayed on Me. Your heart is
already with Me. It’s your mind that runs around in all the dangerous places and nearly falls off
the cliffs sometimes. There will be more and steeper cliffs for your mind in the coming days. So
you need to keep it on a tight leash and let it wander in the Word and in the fields of faith and in
the deep pools of My love. That is where the mind should keep itself busy. But it seems to have
this fascination for darkness. Most of the time, that darkness is cleverly disguised as knowledge
or information or things that make sense. The mind wants to go in the places that are comfortable
for it: the carnal realm and carnal thinking. It is happy there because it has its feet on the ground
and things can be figured out and added up to make sense. But put the mind into the spiritual
realm, and suddenly its feet aren’t on the ground; it seems to be floating but it doesn’t know how
that is possible or if it will suddenly be dropped. It can’t see very far ahead in this realm; things
are misty and cloudy and sometimes what is seen can’t even be understood. It thinks it is seeing
a certain thing, but it doesn’t make sense or even seem possible. So it wants to run away back to
the lands where things make sense. But this is actually where the mind has to stop. It has to close
its eyes and give way to the heart and love and faith. It has to realize that it has come to the
border.
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“So if you don’t make the leap of faith into the spiritual mind, it is very important to realize that
you are choosing the carnal mind to think and view things from, and that there is a world
beyond it that is completely different.”

Mind Wars

“No matter how serious your spiritual condition or problems, as you call on the keys of change, and
desire and seek after that change with all of your being, you will have it!”

Beyond this line, it can’t operate like normal. It has to yield to the heart. It has to listen to faith and
love. If love tells it that Jesus is real, it has to listen. If faith speaks to it and tells it that God’s
Word is true, it has to believe. If the heart tells it that there are things that it will never understand,
it has to accept. This is hard for the mind. It rebels, it hurts, it cries out. It feels that it isn’t fair.
Why would Jesus bring it into waters that would drown it? (Like Peter on the waves) So that it will
sit down; so that it will lay down. For in such love and sacrifice you will find true power and true
light. There is no gain without giving something up. So give up your mind; dwell in the spirit. You
do this by believing. When you read the Word, you believe it, you accept it, you take it in as truth,
even if your mind is in the other chair throwing a fit and saying that it can’t be possible. You shut
it out and take in the truth.  The strange thing is that this will actually bring peace and sanity to
your poor mind.”

(END OF PROPHECY)

The above prophecy was taken from the podcast “And Jesus Passed Thru” click here to download the
mp3 podcast 
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